
The Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA) is Canada’s national data privacy regulation that 
specifies how the private sector should handle consumer data. PIPEDA covers any information used by companies during the 
course of commercial activity and applies to any business that operates in Canada or handles personal information that crosses 
Canadian provincial or national borders.

RSI Security’s PIPEDA compliance services will help you safely and securely conduct business in every Canadian province, 
whether you’re in retail, finance, healthcare or any other business; our experienced business and technical teams will help you 
assess your PIPEDA readiness, develop a plan for compliance, and guide you through implementation. 
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About RSI Security
RSI Security is one of the nation’s premier information security and compliance provider dedicated to helping organizations 
achieve risk-management success. We work with some of the world’s leading companies, institutions and governments to 
ensure the safety of their information and their compliance with the applicable regulations. We also are a security and compliance 
software ISV and stay at the forefront of innovative tools to save assessment time, increase compliance and provide additional 
safeguard assurance. With a unique blend of software-based automation and managed services, RSI can assist all sizes of 
organizations in managing IT governance, risk management and compliance e�orts (GRC).

RSI Security will help you assess PIPEDA 
compliance across all business units within your 
organization. We’ll include a summary of gaps, 
remediation recommendations, and suggested 
technology solutions.

Assessment

Our team will work with yours to develop a 
prioritized action plan with specific remediation 
recommendations, a detailed schedule, and 
flexible budgetary estimates. A complete 
roadmap for PIPEDA compliance.

Planning

You’ll receive a comprehensive review along with key 
stakeholders to build awareness, and gain consensus 
on your compliance plan. Topics include gap & risk 
analysis, industry benchmarking, and resource 
planning.

Implementation

RSI Security conducts ongoing training and education 
for all compliance endeavors, PIPEDA being no 
exception. Whether it’s access controls, multi-factor 
authentication or password protection, we’ll ensure 
ongoing PIPEDA compliance within your company.

Maintenance


